1. How many children rode
   (a) on Spooky    (b) scary
   (c) on Slimy    (c) altogether?

2. How many fewer children rode on
   (a) Scary than Spooky
   (b) Creepy than Slimy
   (c) Spooky than Slimy?

3. On which boat was the number of children
   (a) greatest    (b) smallest
   (c) an even number
   (d) two more than on Spooky
   (e) double the number on Scary
   (f) the same as the number in Scary and Creepy together?
1. Which country was visited by
   (a) the greatest number of children
   (b) the smallest number of children.

2. Which was the third most visited country?

3. How many children took holidays
   (a) abroad  (b) in another European country?

4. How many more children had a holiday
   (a) in the U.K. than in France  (b) in Spain than in the U.S.A?

5. How many Year 4 children altogether had a holiday?

6. Which two countries together were visited by a total of thirty-three Year 4 children?